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Homecoming candidates

Joe Mitchell
Teng Yang
Pheng Yang

Homecoming King & Queen 2003
Joe Mitchell & Ashley Sandbeck

Damone Colvin standing in for Nate Nins

Anders Jorgenson
Teng Yang
The Game...

"Good day, Great Fans, Good Effort, and Bad Results."
- Coach Elizondo
Dang, I didn't know tea.
ching kids was so hard!

- Cal Jenkins
"Don't let weeds
grow around your

AM's'
Jeremy Davis

Andrew P. DeNiro

Tony Doelz

Luis Espinoza

Abdinasir Farah

Tiffany Louise Fearing

Vincent Foster

Madaline Godfrey

Exiquia Gonzalez

Thuy Nguyen Hoang

Patrick Hoban

Ulysses Lennin Izaola
Kenyatta Anthony
Hey, I made it! I will like to thank my mom, my grandma, my new baby, my friends, Cee-Cee, NeNe, Nikki, Tasha. Tiff to my baby daddy Craig much love to all of you! Callena, Eimony, Love ya

Isi Agbator

Amber Arreguín
First and foremost thanks to my Lord and Savior, my parents, my brac-sistas I love you! Special thanks to MS. EA, SG-ES, MUCH LOVE!!! To everyone else that has touched my life in any way. I LOVE YOU

Henry Castaneda

Jeremy Davis
Thank you Ms. Paulson. Thanks Mom. Thank you God. I’ll miss my friends & teachers.

Milynn Teauna Collins
I remember when I first came to Humboldt last December 2nd, 2002. I did not know anyone.

Louis Bahery
First to want to thank God. My family, mom, dad, vita thank. JG thank for being there. The crew, TIL, JM, DK, AI, AH AS, SS, CF, SH, JM, IN, LP, BK, WH, TK, LH, TT. The basketball team. All my guy from sibley, DK, BS, CM, TN. And everyone else I forgot, you know who you are I’m out.

Daniel Boyd
Thank you Mom! Adopted sports are the greatest! I will miss all my teachers and friends. “04” Rules.

Stephen Burks
It’s over. Oh well. Time to live my life.

Thuy Nguyen Hoang
Am I graduating? Really! am TR SB, SS, RE, SS, TT, MC, MD REM, RAF, JM, TI, LW, AS, CY, TS, MB, LB, EW, LS, TD, JM, DC.

Thomas Hernandez
Thank you God. Thank you Mom, Thank you Dad. Thank you LH, DH & MH. Ya’ll been great support through the years, keep it up. Students, forget me now, see me later. Peace.

Jeremy John Hebert
You never know what you have till it’s gone. These are the best years of your lives. Enjoy them while you can. “04”

Tiffany Louise Fearing
Liz, we did it! Thank dad, Kayla, Melady, grandma & grandpa for all the love & support. CUD, PRS, LS, DK, DH, AC, MD, LW, JM, NO, EE, AB, TY, OC. C/O 04 & everyone else for some awesome times & even better stories. Now the real fun begins.

Cristina Flores

Emily Cozine
I will always remember my years at Humboldt High. Thanks to all the staff & all the people who have helped me I will miss my friends that I miss through the years & I hope to see them again.

Exiquia Gonzalez
“Even though you weren’t here with me, you were in my heart & always will be.”
To the Memory of:

Matthew Paul Bogie
Thank you mom & dad for all the advice about life. "No matter how old we become, you never forget the memories." I'll never forget my friends, TTD, RE, DV, FR, DM, JM, MK, JB, CF.

Rafael Bonfil
Track: 9-10, Soccer 11, JROTC 9.
High School has been great, can't believe it's over... I want to thank family for all there support. Peace.

Erika Bonilla
Yo le doy gracias a dios, mi madre, mi esposo, mi papá y a toda mi familia por apoyarme en todo. Mis amigas L, G, M. A mi hija, mi niña te quiero mucho, todo se lo devo a ustedes. Los quiero mucho.

Tony Doeltz
Humboldt's been good to me. I'll miss everybody, my friends Moose, Rob, Chavis, Bogie, JH, TW, DW & all the ladies that gave me the cold shoulder Monica, Stephanie, Sammi, Deysi & more!

Uriel Guzman
First of all, I want to thank my baby Angelica "Luv you." Thanks mom, dad & aunt EP gracias por el apellido que me dieron.

Luis Espinoza
Primeramente quiero agradecer a mis padres por ver estado conmigo en mi último año y gracias por apoyarme los quiero mucho. A mis amigas L, G, AC, JC, EC, JC, SC, RC, JC.

Monica Dominguez
"Those who hate me without reason out number the hair's on my head, many are my enemies without cause, those who seek to destroy me. I am forced to restore what I did not steal." Psalm 69:4

Mayra Jara
Quiero darle gracias primeramente a Dios por ser tan bueno y mi papá que me dio apoyo todos los años. God Bless Humboldt, y especialmente a Ms. Milazzo y Mr. Jobe.

Juan J. Marquez
I am so happy, because I will be graduating from High School. Also I want to say thanks family for helping me. I love my whole family.

Jose Omar Mendez
I want to thank everyone that has helped me. A special thanks to my parents, brothers, and sister. Also thank you to my friends.

Lawrence Eugene Hart III
I'll miss you! AM, JM, DK, AJ, LB

Ulysses Lennin Izola
People have to remember that causing trouble makes more trouble. No need for me to write names down. You know you guys are special... Don't forget all the good times we have had!

Robert A. Elizondo

Anders Eric Jorgenson
I want to thank my mom, Damian, & Daryl for being there for it all. Want to thank JM, DC, TL, LB, JN, DK, AS, SS, UP, JM, TT, SH, TF, WH, BK, LH, RK, AM & to the B-ball team. All the West Side Boosters. Peace, Shazzam!
Raminiar Khorn
Camping, chill spot, prom, cabin, my code. Homecoming, CG, KB, UR, RE, RV,JD, TH, CC, MH, KA, AV, VM, AS, SS, TL, LB, BB, EJ, IL, BG.

Michael Kincaide
This is to all of the original insiders: Wade, Duck, Goldeneye, Chewy, Franchise, and Manny, everyone else in E.S.W. and the football team, and thanks to Mr. Lacomie, Mr. Olton, Coach Munk, and Ms. Lund from THE MOOSE’04.

Daniel King
I would like to give a shout out to all the people you know who you are. To my Mom, thanks for everything, I LOVE YOU.

Tony Lee
First and for most I’d like to thank God, my mom, Dave, Du and my family. I love you all. My friends at Humboldt LB, JM, A, CS, AS, SS, SB, PR, SS. And all my other friends, CW, I love you. Let’s do this!

Pao Shou Ly
I would like to say thanks to family, friends, and teachers. If it wasn’t for you I wouldn’t be here. Special thanks to S.Y., CL, CX, C.Y., P., Y. ST. Friends don’t become enemies. Love you guys.

Cynthia Macias
Mom’s Pop’s I love U more than anything. Puchy, Steve & Nick. Ya’ll are my back bone. Gil & Steph thanks for listening. RL & AP you’re my heart! Big Lou I love U. JM, SH, MR, TH, AJ, ES, CF, IL, C - YAI.

Jessica Markfort

Luz Elena Martinez
Thanks to God, family, friends especially to my brother Elebeth, is with God. I did for keeping me see the life forward. I would never get you, my brother. Los cu mucho and live forward.

Brenda Mendez
Agradecido a Dios por haberme permitido ser lo que soy ahora, segui adelante. Gracias a mi familia, amistades y maestras, les deseo lo mejor a todos Dios los bendiga y keep going J.C.P.

Sandra Menjivar
I am happy because my graduation day is finally coming, I want to thank my family, my sister and my brother in law for their support. All of my friends I’ll miss you.

Dustin Milligan
Always remember “go fish.” Long Live the Loser Kids.

Anthony Moreno
Were did all those years go? Thank you to all people who helped me do the way-especially my mom. Pea out to all my people I love ’04.”
"Original Insiders 4 Ever”

Maria del Carmen Laro
Gracias a mis amigas, maestra el apoyo que me han brindado mis padres por apoyarme quiero mucho, Siempre recordando “Clase 04”

Meaco Owens
Thank you to all my teachers. Thanks Mom and Dad. I had great time here.
Angela Lehse
4 years was long but it’s over now.
Thank you mom & dad for being there. Damen Vison I love you Boy
I’m glad you were there for me. Me and you 4 ever . SL, FF, DR, JM, KB, D.V. Thanks for everyone being there
4 me. “04”

Sarah Lopez

Chee Lor
Special thanks to S.Y, P, L, C.X.
“The past cannot be changed. The future is yet in your power.”
-Mary Pickford

Pao Lor
I would like to thank my parents... for being my parents, all the teachers
who’ve supported me, and all my wonderful friends for making high
school so enjoyable.

Alex Mason
Even though I’m leaving the Hawks nest. I want to thank Mr. Bizzondo and Ms. Branch
for being on my case through high school so I don’t get behind. And I want to thank all my
boys for being there. They know who they are! I’m out cuz 1!

Nicholas Matkiti
Thanks for everything Mom &
Dad. Thanks to all the Adapted Coaches who helped me while I
played Adapted Sports. Thanks to all and God Bless.

Deysi Medina del Angel
I want to thank my mom and dad and
God for supporting me in everything and giving me la fuerza to keep up. All of my
friends gracias 4 being there.

Juan Mena
I want to say thanks to my Mom,
Dad, and all the people who
helped me get through school. Give it up to MB, AB, JB, PJ, SS,
and God for everything.

Joe Mitchell
I give thanks to my grandma for putting up
with me for so long. I’d like to thank all my
teachers. Thanks Jessica M for being there for me. Much love to all my fans. IH, AM, DC,
SH, LB, A, CS, AB, BK, SS, AS, SC, TT, SS,
DK, TI, CS, JS, CJ for those who missed still
much lv. I’m out cuz!

Roeshonda Pereira
Here’s to the beginning of the end.
Some advice, alwayz get what
yours, never take disrespect, never
give up. & do what makes you
happy. 2 all I was coz with got
love 4 U & My’ill bro Ghost.

Nicholas James Edwin Ness
Thank to all the people who helped
me and Ms. Milazzo, Ms. Butler,
Marglu, Neftali, and Mr. Jobe.

Kaitlin Nielsen
A special thanks to my mom, dad
Bri-I couldn’t have done it without
you. Davin, thanks for always being there. To my friends JL, TF, AS, SS,
JM, DK, LB, +AM. To the class of 04
you’re the best

Tiara Mishea Powell
“Education now, babies later.
Double up on money and in life.” GE

Serita S. Obregon
First of all I want to thank El Creador for
always being there with me. A mi familia
thanks 4 the support. To my girls SS, JM,
CM, CF, AV, BK-And my guys LB, JM, AJ,
DK, HR. I love you Amigas para siempre
Ashley thanks for being there. Yo me voy.
Ahsley Patterson

Peter Rosario
We’re here! Thank you guys for everything. SS, AB, TL, MB, PI, TT and anyone else I missed. Thank you God and I love you Mom & Dad.

Yanetsa Pena
Papi & Mami esto es para ustedes. Extra thanks And love to my sweetheart LH. Congratulations Seniors.

Tanitta Perry
I guess it’s finally here I’m grown, hah! Thanks, Mom, gma, Tony, I needed yall. My love Robert I love you. Girls Keri-ke, Ce-Ce, Nikki, Tasha.

Tracy Sanchez
To some I’m quiet, to some I’m funny, I’m happy knowing everyone that I know. I will miss my “D4” fellow classmates. To my closest friends I had for 4 years you know who you are! I love you! Mom & Dad I love you, thank you for everything.

Ashley Sandbeck
Mom, Dad, Stephanie, Thanks 4 everything, love you! To everyone who has been there for me thanks so much! To the crew: SS, SH, BK, CF, KN, JM, LB, AJ, JM, DK, TF, DC, KH, RK. I miss ya already! It’s been a crazy 4 years. Eva thanks for being there. O4 love ya!

Steve Snyder
To all the people that help me out my last 4 years. Thank you. To all these people TT, MD, LB, AJ, LH, AM, TH, PH & everyone I forgot.

Mai Nhia Thao
Thanks to all friends, family & teachers. Special thanks to Lee Thao & Teng Vang. Teng you are my high school sweetheart. I love you. Best luck to all O4.

Frank Taylor
I would like to give a shout out to God, my dad, my girl NR, TH and all my friends, especially ZT. Alright then.

Willanda Thomas
My favorite quote “Ain’t nothing cute about you.” The thing I will remember most is the good times I had when I was in JROTC.

Ashley! Threats
High school was a rollercoaster, but if you set your goals & achieve it, nothing can get in the way. Congrats to all the seniors!

Nathaniel Polk
Well, things have changed over the years and I’m just thankful that I gave myself a second chance to succeed in the good & bad struggles of life. CD! O3-O4 friends just keep your heads up & be strong.

Denise Roberts
First of all I want to thank God & my family & those who helped me along the way. & to my friends we did it, we’re done. I also want to give a shout out to JM, FF, AS, SS, DR, SL, AL, AR & ES & my best teachers. Ms. J, Mrs. B & coach D. it was real. To the ones I forgot to name, I still love ya!

Juan Rodriguez
A special time that remind me of all these years was the king & Queen celebration and the Valentine Party.

Stephannie Sandbeck
Mom, dad. Ashley thanks for everything. It’s been a fun 4 years with all friends, prom, McDonald’s, TP, club, barbecues, playing pool & hanging out. Thanks to my friends: AS, BK, SH, KH, LE, CF, AJ, JM, TF, JM, KN, DC, RK. I miss you all.

Ger Vang
I would like to thank Mr. Godfrey & Kimberly Doran. Most of all, I would like to thank everyone at Humboldt for being so encouraging.
Francisca Reyes
Thank you Mom and Grandma and Family for supporting me. I will miss all my friends and teachers.

April Rice
I want to thank God for giving me the strength to go through any problem. My family and especially my mother who is always there to support me. Keep going!!

Argelia Rivera Lopez
I want to thank God for giving me the strength to go through any problem. My family and especially my mother who is always there to support me. Keep going!!

Erica Romero
I like all of my friends at Humboldt. My teachers were great!

Emily Smock
Like to thank mom & dad for getting me here. Also my brothers, and shout out to my friends CM, SM, CS, DR, JM, LW, DC, CC, JL, JR, AS, SS, AM, AA, LL, FF.

Martha Rodriguez
Thank God & my parents that supported me & believed in me! All my friends especially CF, CM, CG, MG and my baby SJ that is always with me. I love you.

Julia Santos
For all of you who talk about me thanks for making me the center of your world. You know who you are!

Belinda Soto
God hath spoken once, twice have I heard this that power belongeth unto God. Psalm 62:11

Kristopher Rye Shawn Sumlin
Hey fam, krazy people. I made it through high school with a level head & I had fun donin' it. So thank you.

Elizabeth Swett
Thanks to Mrs. Bellows, Exequia & Mrs. Erickson for being there all these years. “All’s well that ends well, as long as you’re walking with the living dad.” -Liz Swett

Mai Lee Vang
Just want to say thank you mom for being there to support me & thanks to all my teachers who supported & helped me through the year. Also thanks to my husband.

Mai Xiong Vang
I would like to thank my parents for everything they’ve done for me. Thanks to my friends for their everlasting smiles & lots of love. Thanks Donnie Yang for always being there.

Mai Ngoua Vang
"Friends love the person you were & the one you’ve become" As I go on to fulfill the rest of my education like I would like to thank my families, friends, teachers & especially God for guiding me through.

Sheng C. Vang
I would like to say thank you to all my friends & teachers that have helped me to get this far. Especially to my husband (Daoa Yang) & my parents. I'll always remember you guys.

Mai Yer Vang
I want to thank all of my friends for making me feel so welcome since the first day I stepped into Humboldt Sr High. SV, KX, PY, YL, NL, best friends forever. I'll miss you. Peace out!

Anthony Tolefree
Thanks to all the teachers & counselors who helped me graduate. To my friends SS, AM, AJ, SS, JM, PH, AB, LB, DK, PJ, CB, CS.

Teng Vang
It's been a great year here at Humboldt. I would like to thank all the teachers & friends I've met through the 4 years at Humboldt. Especially Mai Nha Thao, Class of 04!!

Carolyn Washington
I will miss Humboldt & my friends, but I am looking forward to next year! Thanks to my teachers!
Daniel Vasquez
No more immature jokes & acting like a school boy of 10. This goes out to Long Beach & all my friends UI, DM, RE, MB, MK, everyone in the plays & teachers & my girlfriend KJ.

Lauren Wanna
Thanks for everything UB & big thanks to Liz, Mari. Daddy I did it. Sony what's next for us. Much love TWES, DC, TP, JMS, TF, TV, DR. KH. Bye, see ya O4. Miss you girl, Marly RIP.

Lee Weber
I want to thank all of my teachers and thanks for the memories Humboldt. Good luck to all of my friends in the future.

Chue Yang
Have nothing to say but I had it at Humboldt. To my friend PY, YY, PSI, SY, CI, SV, JM & all friends – nice knowing you.

Youa Xiong
I'd like to say thankz to my wonderful parents & my boy kou for pushing me through my memorable four years. I'll miss you all... wish you the best of luck & love ya c/o O4!

Pahoua Yang
First, I would like to thank my mom. I love you Mom. Second, my family and friends. Thanks you guys. Much love and take care.

Pheng Yang
Slack off your senior year and not your freshman, sophomore or junior year. JK... heehee. O4 Woo Woo.

Soua Yang
Thanks to SL, CX and CL. Best friends for life. "May you have the foolishness to think that you can make a difference in the world so that you will do the things others say you cannot do." -Peter Lee

Phoua Yang
We made it! Through good & bad times. Thanks to all the people just there. Ya know who ya are. Remember that O4 rocks to the fullest. So keep it real. Much love Kellie Yang.

What's Your Future?
Most School Spirit
Matt Bogie & Mayra Jara

Most Likely to Succeed
Tony Doelz & Katie Nielson

Best Smile
Sarah Lopez & Dustin Milligan

Most Changed
Anders Jorgenson & Cherrico Smith

Most Athletic
Juan Mena & Stephanie Sandbeck

Class Clown
Lawrence Hart & Christina Flores

Biggest Flirt
Danny Vasquez & Jessica Markfort

Cutest Couple
Mai Nhia Thao & Teng Vang

Biggest Gossiper
Jacob Johnson & Krystal Weir

Let Go of My Ego
Alex Mason & Exiquia Gonzalez

Best Artist
Robert Elizondo & Tracy Sanchez

Laziest
Nate Nins & Ashley Threats

Food, Why Wait?
Dan King & Monica Dominguez

Cutest Eyes
Peter Rosario & Ashley Sandbeck
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Antoni Wardol
Jesse Warren
Haji Warsame
Markeessa Watson
Creesha Watson
Sharisse Weight

Daquisha Williams
Miguel Williams
Stephany Wilson
Melissa Wood
Alan Wright
Rodney Wright

Wan Wu
Chu Xiong
Cindy Xiong
Pa Kao Xiong
Xeng Xiong
Amen Yang

Becky Yang
Mar Yang
Chie Yang
See Yang
Thao Yang
Thao Yang

Yia Yang
Somanta You
Jesse Zachary
buddies
Lauren Cotton
Robert Crandall
Bryan Creamer
Ashley Cryer
Max Czech
Eugenia Dieharta

Toyvon Dobbins
Paul Dadd
Andres Dominguez
Oscar Duarte-Serrato
Justin Allen Eidness
Evelio Espinoza

Marco Espinoza
Vanessa Estrada
Chancellor Fagerstrom
Mustafa Farah
Carneica Finley
Loretta Flippin

Pierre Flowers
Markisha Ford
Derreck Fuel
Robert Gagnon
Manuel Garcia Ibarra
Claudia Gayton

Charles Glover
Kervin Gonzalez
Erin Gustafson-Baker
Hani Hagi
Natalie Hamilton
Henry Harris

Jenna Hebert
Devon Heise
Blair Henderson
Yang Her
Oscar Hernandez
Rogelio Hernandez

Angelica Hernandez-Villanueva
Samantha Hernandez
Donald Hogan
Herbert House
Nonna Huerta
Randineca Hurt
Chaltu Ibrahim
Brianna Ingram
Samone Iverson
Howard Jackson
Kashana Jackson
Maroa Jawad

Rashad Earl Jefferson
Caleb Jenniges
Antia Johnson
Ebony Johnson
Shereka Johnson
Dean Jones

Porsche Jones
Ashley Karlson
Ogata Koji
Anthony Kretsch
Alberto Labrador Cabral
Kai Lee

Tou Lee
Wing Lee
Xee Lee
Chris Letaxier
Kevin Lim
Jennifer Little

Daniel Lopez
David Lopez
Chang Lor
Vandale Lor
Marcquet Love
Laquita Loving

Livon Luckett
Zane Lucy
Julian Mancha
Steven Marlowe
Shaunte' Martin
Cristian Martinez

Sara Mason
Cheslon McCalister
De'andre McKeel
Anna McNamara
Ashley McGullian
Jeremy Mitchell
Nicole Stevens
Kevin Stone
Amberlee Sutherlin
Craig Sutherlin
Robin Taylor
Zachary Taylor

Cha Thao
Joshua Thao
Kong Thao
Lee Thao
Yangwie Thao
Carrie Thompson

Choua Vang
Kia Vang
Lao Vang
Lee Vang
Mai Vang
Pa Vang

Sandy Vang
See Vang
Xe Vang
Christopher Vasquez
Yoel Vazquez
Jose Vega

Lorena Villanueva
Jillian Vue
Giovanni Wallace
Kathy Whairie
David Wheeler
Brinisha White

Klerina White
Chor Xiong
Diane Xiong
Mai Chue Xiong
Ger Yang
Jennifer Yang

John Yang
Kalia Yang
Kou Yang
Teng Yang
Vieng Yang
buddies

[Images of a group standing together]
Donald Cummings
Dominique Curry
Raywell Cygan
Brian Davis
Romeo Davis
Lance Day

Julie Dehn
Laura Demar
Fernando Dominguez
Breana Dooley
Jayse Dupay
Jayna Emerson

Brittany Epps
Daniel Espinosa
Kelvin Ewing
Deandre Farris
Britney Fields
Carlos Finley

Tewdros Fischa
Eleazer Flores Bautista
Adrian Flowers
Jessica Ford
Jesse Fraide
Andrea Franco

Tocora Franklin
Daniya Gaona
James Gardner
Ashley Garman
Maryssa Gorza
Tim Greishof

Willis Gillard
Penny Grant
Shawn Hofemann
Rosanna Haines
Jacob Hedlund
David Heller

Daniel Henderson
Phong Her
Seng Her
Derek Hernandez
Salvador Hernandez Perez
Renee Heib-vaughn
Robert Honerbrink
Robin Honerbrink
Andronna Huerta
Rachel Huntington
Lataisha Jackson
Salena Jackson

Lissette Lara
Eileen Jennifer
Jasmie Johnson
Shanice Johnson
Damawntn Jones
Jessica Jones

Santino Jones
Christian Julius
Kayla Kelley-Stramer
Angela Kerby
Deandra King
Charlene Kinniebrew

Adam Kirk-Cardenas
Rose Knutson
Catherine Kreuich
Jessica Loracue
Samantha Larson
Art touchscreen

Tamisha Leanyear
Blong Lee
Mai Lee
Angelique Lewis
Maria Linares
Marvin Lloyd

Jennifer Lor
Nayi Lor
Sail Lor
Jacob Love
Earl Lovelace
La'darren Lowe

Christina Lugo
Katelyn Lynch
Anneteja Macordonio
Destiny Mancheski
Casey Martin
Porsha Martin
Mauricio Trejo
Ashley Tuhy
Giorgio Tyler
Aey Yang
Bee Yang
Chue Yang

Maizb Yang
Mee Yang
Nou Yang
Tim Yang
Tswyng Yang
Enrique Velasquez

Gabriela Villa
Thuan Vo
Jared Vranek
Cheng Vue
Ker Vue
Robert Walker

Leonard Walton
Dristeen Watson
Pamela Watson
Tara White
Alexis Wilder
Marguerite Wilson

Stoney Wilson
Melese Wolde
Marissa Woods
Anthony Wright
Koua Xiong
Nou Xiong

Xao Xiong
Kathy Yang
Sheng Yang
Xao Yang
Yova Yang
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respect retreat with youth frontiers
Sports
"We were very competitive all season. Our big highlights were decisive team victories over Arlington (26-7) and Henry (20-0)." - Coach Munkwitz

**Varsity**

1st Row: Matt Bogie, Juan Mena, Pat Hoban, Dan King, Mike Kincade, Tito Foster, Lawrance Hart, Nate Nins
2nd Row: Miquel Williams, Michael Graham, Andrew Berhman, Tony Warchol, Michael Ross, Aaron Thomas, John Marlowe, Jon Carlson, Jesses Lindsey, Anthony Burton, Tyler Chavez, LaJeff Shively, Justin Noyola, Calvin Caldwell, Mike Stewart
3rd Row: Coach Smith, Coach Garcia, Coach Sierra, Coach Olson, Shawn Haferman, Zane Lucy, Brian Mueller, Steve Marlowe, Jordan Vaughan, Caleb Jenniges, Craig Sutherlin, Scott Christian, Julian Mancha, Rashad Jefferson, D.J. Jones, Matthew Carroll, R.J. Perez, Coach Chlebecek, Coach Munkwitz, Coach Funk
Junior Varsity

1st Row: Coach Chlebecek, Andrew Behrman, Matt Bogie, Zane Lucy, Michael Ross, Aaron Thomas, Tony Warchol, Miguel Williams, Jon Carlson, Anthony Burton, Michael Graham, LaJeff Shivley, Nate Nins, Coach Funk

2nd Row: Brian Mueller, Tyler Chavez, R.J. Perez, Shawn Haferman, Steve Marlowe, Jordan Vaughan, Caleb Jenniges, Craig Sutherlin, Scott Christian, Julian Mancha, Rashad Jefferson, Justin Noyola, Calvin Caldwell, Mike Stewart, Matthew Carroll, D.J. Jones

9th Grade

1st Row: Coach Smith, Shawn Haferman, Michael Ross, Zane Lucy, Jordan Vaughan, R.J. Perez, D.J. Jones, Justin Noyola, LaJeff Shivley, Matthew Carroll, Coach Sierra.

2nd Row: Brian Mueller, Steve Marlowe, Caleb Jenniges, Rashad Jefferson, Calvin Caldwell, Mike Stewart, Andrew Behrman, Coach Garcia
"The Season was a great success. The girls had fun, worked hard, and won some games. I could not be more proud."

V a r s i t y

Bottom Row: Jenny Kennedy, Samantha Herrera, Natlie Hamilton
Middle Row: Coach Mel Lee, Mai Nhia Thao, Kristi Stoffel, Cindy Xiong, Coach Annette Nelson
Top Row: Jevita Baheri, Rachel Hughley, Ashley Sandbeck, Katie Nielsen
Junior Varsity

Bottom Row: Natlie Hamilton, Jenny Kennedy,

Middle Row: Kristi Allman, Ashley Sandbeck, Ashley McQuillian

Top Row: Nicole Stevens  Coach Dave Meech, Stephanie Rivera
The girls soccer team had a successful season, despite having a small team. They played hard in every game and never gave up.

1st Row: Alejandra Villafan, Jessica Markfort,
2nd Row: Kalia Yang, Brenda Salazar, See Yang,
3rd Row: Coach Buettner, Nicole Becker, Candace Johnson, Maria Mendez
Not Pictured: Sonia Silva, Aleana Loop, Cindy Mejra
Bottom Row: Chue Yang, Mauricio Tiejo, Thao Yang, Momo Smith, Ger Yang, Kou Yang, Teng Yang, Xee Lee, Willie Jimenez, Kaibumm Smith, Chai Lee.

Top Row: Anthony Kipp (Assistant Coach), Addis Getachew, Ong Vue, Ying Lor, Daniel Vasquez, Thao Vang, Ye Yang, Hozan Ismail, Mohamed Mohamed, Alberto Laborico-Cabral, Jared Rowher (Head Coach)
"A great group of dedicated Runners who improved every week."

1st Row: Christian Julins, Edairra McCalister, Ginny Almquist, Alyssa Otto, Ashley Swett
2nd Row: Delores Rerryman Ross, Tony Lee, Tiara Powell, Liz Swett, Nick Otto, Coach Ales
Girls

Front row: Sara Torres, Elizabeth Cardenas, Brittany Granser

Back row: Tessa Frank, Katie Krets, Coach Michael Kowalski

Boys

Front row: Pedro Porras, Chris Vasquez, Jonathan Rosas

Back row: Daniel Vasquez, Steven Heckman, Cory Borgan, Christian Boyd, Coach Michael Kowalski
Front row: Stephanie Sandbeck, Jessica Markfort, Ashley Sandbeck
Middle Row: Jared Vranek (Manager), Katie Nielsen (Captain), Marisa McAndrew, Samantha Herrera, Coach Eickelberg
Back Row: Coach Garcia, Robin Posey, Salina Creapeau, Sara Lopez, Coach Siera, Coach Gonzalez
J u n i o r  V a r s i t y

1st row: Ellie Jenninges, Jessica Laroooe, Angela Rodriguez, Jevita Baheriy
2nd row: M. Jared, Ifofoema Okolo, Karnessa Finley, Laura, Demar, Jackie Brooks
3rd row: Stephanie Rivera, Robin Posey, Markeesha Watson, Nyasha Morris, Kristina Barba

F r e s h m e n

First row: Jevita Baheriy, Laura De Mar
2nd row: Jessica Larocque, Angela Rodriguez, Ellie Jenniges
3rd row: Jared Vranek (student manager), Brihanna Bunting Kenney, Nyasha Morris, Kristina Barba,
Coach Eickelberg
Front row: Tyler Chavez, Ryan Samuelsion, Lou Baheriy, Tony Tolefree, Thao Vang, Alex Mason, Juan Garcia, Coach Russ
Back row: Coach Steve Elizondo, Craig Sutherlin, Anthony Burton, Dan King, Joe Mitchell, John Marlowe, Teng Vang, Caleb Jenniges, Coach Kris Chlebecek
Front row: Brandon Moore, Joe Riley, Rashad Jefferson, Soreoum Oub, DeAndre McKee, Tavon Dobbins
Back row: Mo Mohamed, Roy Hernandez, Caleb Jenniges, Coach Chlebecek, Tot Liu, Daniel Laborico, Shawn Mensen

Front row: Stoney Wilson, Sorrob Oub, R.J. Perez, Lamar McInnis, Christian Julins
2nd row: Carlos Finley, Shawn Hafemann, Earl Lovelace, James Gardner, Rico Adams, Juan Pagan,
Coach Marcus Walker
Most Valuable:  
Juan Mena

Most Improved:  
Julian Mancha & John Caston

After many years of low numbers, a new coach and several new team members gave Humboldt their first win in two seasons. We are laying a solid foundation to build a successful program, one wrestler at a time.

**Varsity**

Row 1: Alyssa Otto (Manager), Oscar Hernandez, Xao Xiong, Evelio Espinoza, Sam Geissinger, Dan Lopez
Row 2: Katelyn Lynch, Isaac Lopez, Nate Nins, Cheng Thao, Jonathon Caston, Brian Mueller, Pech Nop
Row 3: Coach Darryl Johnson, Julian Mancha (Captain), Addis Getachew, Juan Mena (Captain), Ulysses Izaola, Nick Otto, Raquel Foote, Zane Lucy
"We could not have asked for a better season.
As we have had much success posting a 14-1 record
out of our 25 game season." Matt Bogie

The coaching staff wishes to congratulate and thank Matt Bogie
for 5 years of dedicated service to Hawks Hockey.

Varsity

Row 1: Matt Bogie, Brendan Young-Dixon, Tony Dzik, David Alf, Joel Rousu, Abe Gleeson, Andy Aldridge,
Jake Hartnett, Ben Stoltz, Aaron Rice, Alec Sands, Charlie Sawyer, Curt Waegge
Row 2: Andrew Paul, Richard Hall, Joe Hartnett, Todd Vandegrift, Tim Hohn, Coach Munkwitz,
Coach McGrew, Coach Parranto, Coach Zangs, Alex Grabko, Bill Danderand,
Colin Sairio, Steve Gernes, Tino Vasquez
Row 3: George Ward, Russell Jones, Tim Davis, Karl Brueggemann, Tre Odums, Nick Zeibarth-Pavlovich,
Kyle Pobanz, Sean Dinneen, Dylan Sweeney, Tony Bauer, Danny Vievering
1st Row: Renee Hieb-Vaughn, Pa Xiong, Madaline Godfrey,
2nd Row: Shannon O'Brien, Bryan Creamer, Devin Hiese, Frankie McNamara, Adam Johnson, Emily Cozine,
Rent Chambers
3rd Row: Coach Mary Bohland, Celester Connor, Michael Beard, Nick Ness, Nick Matkaiti, Andrew Deniro,
Latarius Sgmon, Koua Xiong, Chris Bruggman, Vicki Haskins, Coach Tim Hausker

1st Row: Leah Schaefer, Jill Strenke, Claire Dahlguiss, Cassie Lieland, Kenisha Conit,
2nd Row: Ray Freemire, Bruce Caroll, Curtis Glover, Allen Wright, Dan Boyd, Israel Sandoval,
Coach Dana Nelson
First row: Coach Dan Hugley, Houa Lor, Naimo Ali, Vickie Haskins, Dustin Enquist, Frankie McNamar
2nd row: Coach Mary Bohland, Mike York, Michael Beard, Latarius Sigman, Andrew Dinero, Chris Brugman, Nick Matakati, Not Pictured Coach Jeff Franzen

Front row: Kayla Fearing, Curtis Glover, Kenisha Conditt, Cassie Leland
2nd row: Lorena Anguiano, Israel Sandival, Dan Boyd, Ray Freemire,
3rd row: Jennifer Wessel, Katelyn Lynch, Jill Strenke, Tyler Hoyt, Doug Humes
clubs and
activities
snoDaze

2004
King & Queen
Louis Baheriy
Cherrco Smith

Prince & Princess
Tyler Chavez
Alejandra Villafan

Duke & Duchess
Craig Sutherlin
Norina Huerta

Lord & Lady
RJ Perez
Candi Smith
Senior Class Council

1st row: Exiquia Gonzalez (Pres.), Deysi Medina del Angel (VP), Nicholas Otto (Tres.), Tiffany Fearing (Sec.)
2nd row: Stephanie Sandbeck, Ashley Sandbeck, Lauren Wanna
3rd row: Ms. Hinke and Ms. Eickelberg (Advisors)

Junior Class Council

Natalie Lynch, Chai Lee, Vannesssa Klein

Members not pictured: Shoua Moua, Pang Vang, Desiree Davis, Shirley Vang, Candace Johnson, See Yang
1st row: Jennifer Fitzgerald, Jessica Markfort, Chai Lee, Lauren Wanna
2nd row: Louis Baheriy, Stephanie Sandbeck, Ashley Sandbeck, Tiffany Fearing

1st row: Chai Lee, Natalie Lynch, Jessica Markfort, Chris Vasquez, Theresa Reddig
2nd row: Deysi Medina del Angel, Stephanie Sandbeck, Tiffany Fearing, Lauren Wanna
Advisor: Ms. Atkinson
1st row: Chai Lee, Natalie Lynch, John Marlowe
2nd row: Chao Moua, Teng Yang, Kong Thao, Mohamed Mohamed
3rd row: Dr. Larson, Daniel Laborico, Mr. Severson
Not pictured: Wang Lee, Vandee Lor Natalie Hamilton

1st row: Diamee Xiong, Candace Johnson, Deysi Medina del Angel Natalie Hamilton
2nd row: Lauren Wanna, Lisa Reddig, Pao Lor Stephany Wilson, Cha Yang, Ka B. Vang, Lee Thao
students against destructive decisions
1st row: Jennifer Fitzgerald, Craig Sutherlin, Denise Roberts, Lauren Wanna
2nd row: Colleen Brennan, Cassandra Chapman, Ashly Milligan, Ulysses Izaola
3rd row: Vanessa Klein, Sammi You, Theresa Reddig, Tiffany Fearing
4th row: Kristi Allman, Ashley Sandbeck, Cristina Flores, Pao Lor
5th row: Louis Baheri, Jessica Markfort, Stephanie Sandbeck, Ashley McQuillan

Hmong women's circle

Student Members: Cindy Xiong, Thao Yang, Becky Yang, PaHoua Yang, Mor Yang, Mai Ngoua Vang, PaHoua Lor Xee Chang, See Yang, Sandy Yang, Ka Yang, Hlee Thao, Mai T. Yang, Pang Vang, Shoua Moua, Chong Yang, Pa Xia Vang, Pa Kou Xiong
Yearbook Advisor Ms. Milazzo

Yearbook Helpers....
Colleen Brennan, Tony Doelz, Chai Lee, Nick Ness,
Pahoua Yang, Mai Lee Vang, Sammi You
Entrepreneurship started the year off with a lemonade stand project that The Donald Trump Show The Apprentice emulated on its premier. The students traveled to Duluth, produced dill dip, salsa mix and onion dip, developed a pumpkin pie kit sold in hand painted recipe boxes and experimented making a cocoa mix.

Child Development explored the developmental stages from conception through age 5. Second term students plan and run the preschool. This year we had 8 active preschoolers. Observing and participating great insights into human development.
1st row: Soua Yang, Chee Lor Pao Ly, Mai Nhia Thao, Teng Vang
2nd row: Deysi Medina del Angel Chong Yang

Students visited the National College Fair.

Students visited the University of Minnesota Twin Cities and had their picture taken with Goldy!
1st row: Pheng Yang, Deysi Medina del Angel, Sandra Menjivar, Kaitlin Nielsen, Ashley Sandbeck
2nd row: Luz Elena Martinez, Juan J. Marquez, Stephanie Sandbeck, Ulysses Izaola
3rd row: Louis Baheriy, Mai N. Thao, Teng Vang, Juan Mena
4th row: Daniel King, Pao C. Lor
Not pictured: Jasmine Brennan, Exiquia Gonzalez, Ka Y. Lee, Chee Lor Ying Lor, Argelia Rivera, Mor Thao, Sheng C. Vang, Youa Xiong
Advisor: Ms. Atkinson

National Honor Society Class of 2004

Luis Baheriy, Jasmine Brennan, Maria Isabel Carrillo, Exiquia Gonzalez, Ulysses Izaola, Daniel King, Ka Ying Lee, Chee Lor, Pao Choua Lor Ying Lor, Luz Elena Martinez, Juan Jose Marquez, Deysi Medina del Angel, Juan Mena, Sandra Menjivar, Kaitlin Nielsen, Argelia Rivera, Ashley Sandbeck, Stephanie Sandbeck, Mai Nhia Thao, Mor Thao, Sheng Choua Vang, Teng Vang, Youa Xiong, Pheng Yang
varsity band

1st row: Victoria Zerfoss, Andrea Carlson, Liz Swett  2nd row: Tiffany Andersen, Raquel Foote, Grace Arroyo, Candace Johnson
3rd row: Hue Vue, Dominic Kelly, Ong Vue, Brandon Norris  4th row: Andrew Behrman, Ulysses Izaola, Lucas Lockhart, DJ Ward
Not pictured: Vanessa Ibarra, Jennifer Kennedy, Katelyn Lynch

conzert band

1st Row: Yomarie Arroyo, Tanya Brown, Pang Vang, Katie Kretsch, Shoua Moua, Ashley Carmicle, Rachel Hugley, Colleen Brenn
2nd Row: PJ Rosario, Tony Tolefree, Virginia Blossom, Latarius Sigmon, Christian Boyd, Robert McQuillan
3rd Row: Tyrel Bailey, Andrew Behrman, Jesse Lindsay, Ulysses Izaola, Henry Brown, DJ Warchol
Not pictured: Octavia Ballard, Jacob Hedlund, Nathan Hernandez, Natalie Lynch
Humboldt Drama Club Presents

The Gift of the Magi

A touching and beautiful story of a young couple unable to afford presents for each other on their first Christmas together.

In alphabetical order: Tameshia Allen-Hodges, Christian Boyd, Director Ms. Erickson, Andrew Goss, Samone Iverson, Jerenea Iverson, Ulysses Izaola, Essimaria Niemitalo, Kares Pettis-Berry, Jonathan Rosas, Stage Manager Mr. Schulze, Jeremy Sparks, Andrew Strenke, Daniel Vasquez
1st row: Tu Reynolds, Mai Nia Thao, Alyssa Otto, Cheng Thao, Brenda Salazar
2nd row: David Wheeler, Scott Royce, Vannessa Klien, Justin Haugland, Sean Brennan, Issac Lopez, Anthia Johnson
3rd row: Nate Nins, Paul Ski, Jesus Andrade, Chris Vasquez, David Lopez, Kirby Hogan, Matt Bogie
4th row: Nathan Hernandez, Christian Julius, Brian Mueller, Zane Lucy, Chris Letextier
5th row: Nick Otto, William Butcher, Vannde Lor, Juan Mena, Charles Velasquez

1st row: Nate Nins, Rachel Hugley
2nd row: Jenny Kennedy, Andrea Carlson, Samantha Larson, Sarah Santos, Maria Medina, Vanessa Ibarra
I am an Army Junior ROTC Cadet.

I will always conduct myself to bring credit to my family, country, school and the Corps of Cadets.

I am loyal and patriotic. I am the future of the United States of America.

I do not lie, cheat or steal and will always be accountable for my actions and deeds.

I will always practice good citizenship and patriotism.

I will work hard to improve my mind and strengthen my body.

I will seek the mantle of leadership and stand prepared to uphold the Constitution and the American way of life.

May God grant me strength to always live by this creed.

Color Guard

1st row: Veronica Carr, Exiquia Gonzalez, Krystal Weir, Tu Reynolds
2nd row: Vanessa Estrada, Amber Sutherlin, Brandon Norris
3rd row: Donella Cleveland, Mike Esparza

1st row: Stephany Wilson, Alyssa Otto, Jenny Kennedy
2nd row: Katelyn Lynch, Nicole Becker, Kristi Stoffel, Soua Yang
3rd row: Justin Haugland, Nate Nins, Nick Otto, Charles Velasquez, Issac Lopez
Alpha Company

Best Company

Bravo Company

Bravo Company...
Shortest Guidon Bearer
Charlie Company

Happiest Company

Delta Company...

Loudest Company
Ream Um
ELL Assistant

Ludvyine Vanpoucke

Bruce Wahlin

Wardell Warren
Attendance Liaison

Nancy Welch
Social Studies

Karen Wolf

Karen Wolf Nurse, Practitioner
Mary Jo Mleziva, Social Worker
Jody King, Medical Assistant
Mr. Partney's Senior Homeroom

1st row: Brandon Brown, Ryan Samuelson, Fatima Mohamed, Shein Yang, Martin Rodriguez, Nate Polk, William Kast, Latoya Bullock, Nathan Nins, Peter Rosario, Jennifer Fitzgerald, Chong Yang

2nd row: Dominique Saunders, Fue Khang, Rafael Bonfil, Essimaria Niemitalo, Hozan Ismail, Gary Partney

Not pictured: Eva Buffalo, Stephen Burks, Ying Lor, Alex Mason, Joseph Milek, Christopher Tillott

Being a teen mother in high school has made me a better person. These little angel faces and the man I love makes me a great person to get this far where I am today.

I would like to thank God, Mom and Dad for bringing me into this world.

I love You Mom
Rest in Peace
Love Always... Pahoua Yang
Wonderful news for Ulysses Izaola & Humboldt High School. Ulysses has been selected to represent Region 3AA in the Academics, Arts & Athletic Award (Triple 'A' Award). The Award started in 1988 and Ulysses is the first Humboldt student to represent our Region. There are 17 schools in Region 3AA, Eagan, Crellin, Hastings, Henry Sibley, Park, Roseville, St Thomas, Simley, South St. Paul, Woodbury and all The St. Paul Schools. The award is sponsored by the Minnesota State High School League. The Triple 'A' Award recipients are selected by a multi-level process involving League Members and Administrative Regions. League officials will announce a female and male recipient for both class 'A' and 'AA' at a special banquet at the Marriott City Center in Minneapolis on Saturday, March 27th. Each recipient will receive a four-year $1000 scholarship.

Good Luck and Congratulations Ulysses! From the Humboldt Athletic Department!

Nick Otto
2004

And this is Robert Elizondo's Two Cents.

High School is over it's time to learn about the world, the real world. Simple, become more active in everyday political life. The conservative right is calling the shots in DC, but they aren't the majority of the Republican party or the American People.

How do they do this? Simple: They vote. They're vocal and they're organized!

Impact the world and Vote! Promote Peace.

by Robert Elizondo
Congratulations & Good Luck
Class of 2004!
buddies
Adventure Training trip was held at Camp Ripley. The main activities are Repelling and the Confidence (obstacle) course.

In November The JROTC had some cadets display a booth at the Hmong New Year and passed out flyers to people explaining what we as a Hawk Battalion do.
Mr. Lindberg is giving command to Juan Mena at the Chain of Command Ceremony.

Staff trip to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. We studied all night long. We participated in the Cas (Combined and arms services staff school) Cubed Classes. One of the topics was ethical decision-making.
TRIO/Pre-College Educational Opportunity Programs

Upward Bound
800-827-8658
Heather Campbell
campbellh@stolaf.edu

Educational Talent Search
800-621-7601
Janis Johnson
johnsonj@stolaf.edu

GEAR UP!
877-521-3642
Julia Rivera
rivera@stolaf.edu

Offers:
Help with college applications and financial aid
ACT/PSAT test preparation
College visits and fairs
Academic support
Tutoring and mentoring
Summer residential camps

Qualifications:
TRIO and GEAR UP! serves students from low-income backgrounds who would be the first in their families to graduate from college

Greetings
& Best of Luck to
the Class of 2004

Tom Conlon
St. Paul School Board
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